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TEMSA Board Meeting
Sunday, June 17, 2018 | 6:30 p.m. – 9:00 p.m.

La Torretta Lake Resort
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EMS EVOLUTION Future Conferences
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Revenue Past Conferences

Registrations Sponsors Total Revenue
2018 $35,000 ** $58,800 $93,800
2017 $41,071 $51,500 $92,571
2016 $28,922 $42,450 $71,372
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“Missing Revenue” - ~$4,000 2017 to 2018

$1,200 The number of $50 tickets sold for guest meals at the Tuesday night dinner in 
2017.

$2,800 The $50 (member) and $100 (non-member) fees charged in 2017 for the lightning 
rounds.
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EVOLUTION 2018 P&L
Expenses
Hotel

Food $37,809.14 *
A/V

Hotel Bill $3,513
Clickers $183

Speakers
Brian Werfel $4,500

Staff
Staff Fee $10,000
Staff Travel $900 – Bobby, Ed, Bryan

Communications
Photographer $1,165
Badge Sleeves $118
Clickers $183
Printing $4,000
Graphics $1,000
Photography/Video $1,200

Etc.
CE $640 – NAAC
Speaker Gifts $396

Total Expenses $65,607.14

Revenue 
Registrations         $35,000
Sponsorships         $58,800

Total Revenue     $93,800
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EVOLUTION 2018 Cost Per Attendee
Monday
Lunch $38.61
Breaks $7.00

Tuesday 
Breakfast $42.61
Lunch $33.29
Dinner $34.62
Dinner Drinks $20.00
Breaks $7.00

Wednesday 
Breakfast $42.61

Cost Per Leadership Attendee $225.74

* Audio/visual is not counted as a cost in this calculation.
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EVOLUTION 2018 Hotel Breakdown
Sunday Total $4,692.69
A/V (three days) $3,513.00
Board Dinner $1,179.69

Monday Total $7,473.58
Lunch $5,019.66
Breaks/Coffee $1,781.52
Reception Food $672.40

Tuesday Total $22,473.96
Breakfast $6,178.04
Coffee All Day $1,118.44
Lunch $5,658.77
Dinner $9,518.71

Wednesday Total $3,168.91
Breakfast $2,982.50
Coffee $186.41

Hotel Grand Total ` $37,809.14

* Due to some contract concessions, TEMSA will receive free rooms for staff and some other rebates to lower the final cost.
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Expenses Past Conferences (Bad Baseline for 2016-17)

Total Expense
2018 $65,607.14 *
2017 $43,000.91
2016 $31,633.00

• 2017 and 2016 do not include the $8,000 base fee charged by Brian 
and Jeff. As a result, the expenses were actually$51,000 and 
$39,000, respectively.

• 2018 includes the two print magazines that now count as 
EVOLUTION costs.  2017 and 2016 did not.

• 2018 includes a lunch on Monday; past events did not.
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Net Past Conferences

Total 
Revenue

Total  
Expense *

Net Income 
*

Net After ½ 
- TEMSA *

2018 $92,800.00 $65,607.14 $27,192.86
2017 $92,571.00 $51,000.91 $12,785.05
2016 $71,327.00 $39,633.00 $13,369.50

• Total Expense for 2017 and 2016 include the $8,000 base fee charged by Jeff/Brian. 
• Jeff/Brian did not allow the $8,000 base fee to be included in the total expense for the 

contract when calculating their 50% portion of the profit.
• The “net income” does not include their $8,000 base fee.
• The “net after ½” for TEMSA does take into account the $8,000 base fee.
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Attendance 2016-18

Notes: 2018 figure as of 06.13.18. Some speakers are listed as leadership track attendees 
instead. The pre-course for 2017 weren’t counted since some only attended the pre-
conference and others were part of the leadership track.

Leadership Speakers Coding Total

2018 108 15 32 155

2017 100 12 29 141

2016 82 16 27 125
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Hotel Rooms 2015-18

Notes: 2018 figure is based on two weeks out, which is likely to grow.
Four rooms does not seem right for Tuesday in 2016, but that is what we have in our records.

Sunday Monday Tuesday Grand Total
2018 123 155 147 477
2017 73 128 122 354
2016 100 95 4 * 251
2015 61 83 74 260
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Sponsors By Year

Number of Exhibits
2018 26 (Sold out)
2017 27 (5 at $500 each)
2016 20 (3 at $500 each)
2015 19 (2 at $500 each)
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Sponsors 2018 Changes

~13% Revenue Increase. We increased revenue by about 13 percent over 2017.

Sold out. We capped the exhibits at 25 (the 26th paid for lanyards instead of a table). The space is too tight 
and there are too many revenue companies to add more (can’t seat competitors next to each other).

Simplified the Levels. Numerous categories, which included a $500 fee to have a booth, were eliminated 
and replaced with Title, Platinum, Gold, and Silver (basic).

The Title Sponsor Was Key; Greatly Increased Rate. Zoll came in at $8,5000. The previous title, 
Receivable Recovery Services, came in at $4,000 as the 2017 title.

Some Complaints Including:

• “We didn’t have to upgrade to a gold level to display an ambulance in the past.”
• “Why are you sold out? We always exhibited in the past.” This was asked four days before the event.
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Sponsors Future Considerations

The Revenue Is Important. Sponsorship revenue offsets costs for our attendees and ensures 
that TEMSA has a positive margin.

Scarcity. By capping the number of exhibits, we are creating scarcity and demand.

Continue Increasing Base Level. If the exhibitors have a positive experience that involves a 
lot of interaction in a small space (as expected), we will need to slowly increase the silver 
sponsor level due to the scarcity that we have created.

Platinum, Title, and Gold Are Important. We need to continue considering benefits to ensure 
that the higher level sponsorships are attractive. Twenty-six silver sponsors at $1,500 each will 
not help us meet our goal.

Revenue Cycle Management Companies. With so many revenue cycle management 
companies, it is hard to ensure that they are not placed next to each other in the exhibit hall. 
However, we cannot arbitrarily reject them.
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Going into EVOLUTION 2018 Our Goals

Lower Management Costs. The past management arrangement would have bankrupted 
TEMSA. 

Photos/Video. Despite successful past conferences, we only have a handful of photos. We 
hired a photographer to document TEMSA’s work, which will be important for marketing 
TEMSA and the conference.

A Useful Agenda. Past attendees indicated that they wanted more interactive sessions to 
learn useful ideas for their operations.

Emphasis on Tuesday Night’s Dinner. Last year’s dinner was a big hit, so it will return 
in its current form.
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Future Conferences “Big Picture Questions”

Have We Peaked? 2018 has featured a slight attendance increase. However, it appears that we have hit a 
ceiling. Is this our attendance baseline for going forward?

Has the Leadership Track Grown Stale? Do we have the ability to put on a new and useful agenda every 
year? Or does EVOLUTION grow stale and lose attendance? It takes a tremendous amount of work from 
volunteer leadership to develop the agenda. 

Will the Coding Course Grow Stale? Attendance has been steady.  However, will the attendees eventually 
grow tired of the same speakers every year?

Will the Venue Grow Stale? Will our attendees eventually grow tired of the same venue? Or will they 
become more likely to take a year or two off it’s at the same venue every year?

A Tremendous Commitment. A three-year deal is a tremendous commitment for the organization. With a 
minimal financial reserve, we have little room for financial error. If attendees and sponsors start to drop 
support, we could have a hard time meeting financial commitments. 

Also, we need to ask if we have the volunteer commitment available within our board to develop the agenda. 
As those who have helped put together the conference can attest, it takes quite a few hours to create it.
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Future Conferences Decisions for 2019

Step A: Do We Want to Return to La Torretta? As of 06.12.18, they have not shown 
an interest in accepting our terms. However, they changed their mind for 2019 on 
06.13.18 (negotiations continue).

Step B: Do We Need a Temporary Venue Change? Regarding the previous slide, does 
the La Torretta venue grow stale and require a change of venue for at least a year? We 
will need to seriously consider new venues anyways because we may not even have the 
La Torretta available to us in 2019.

At the current deal, the La Torretta is the best that we can do.
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Future Conferences Potential New Venues and Costs

Downtown San Antonio. Yes, it’s hot in the summer. But the positives include:
• Lots to do for family.
• We can get good deals on the River Walk in the summer.
• It’s a large city.
• Overflow hotels exist in case our host hotel sells out.
• We could find a low cost venue for a Tuesday night dinner.
• We could probably get a favorable hotel room deal.

Other Texas Resorts. Hyatt Lost Pines, San Antonio Hill Country Marriott, other Hyatts, etc. are not 
reasonable options for us.  They are very expensive, would make a Tuesday night dinner impossible due to 
cost, and our lack of a financial reserve makes it risky.

Austin. The city has grown very expensive. The Hyatt on the south side of Town Lake is a nice venue and 
might be a possibility, but even that has grown expensive.

The Biggest Problem. Any other hotel is going to require a financial guarantee of 80 percent of our rooms 
filled. This will require intense planning on TEMSA’s part. We could always take our event to a non-hotel 
venue and ask everyone to find hotel rooms on their own.
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TEMSA Operations
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TEMSA Margin by Year

2018 $21,069.03 *

2017 $7,000.31

* See the board dashboard for the 2017 and 2018 income statements. 2018 will 
depend on the final conference costs since we know the rest of our costs for 
2018.
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Board of Directors 2018-19
Jonathan Sell (Booker EMS) President (2017-19)

Jeff Mincy (Coryell Memorial EMS) President-elect (2017-19)

John Smith (UT Health East Texas EMS Large Hospital EMS (2018-21)

Brent Smith (Hopkins County EMS) Small Hospital EMS (2016-19)

Dudley Wait (Schertz EMS) Fire-Based Large (2017-20) *

Ricky Reeves (Lewisville Fire) Fire-Based Small (2018-21)

Ernesto Rodriguez (Austin-Travis County) Governmental Large (2018-21)

Jason Tyler (Scurry County EMS) Governmental Small (2017-20)

Keir Vernon (Harris County Emergency Corps) Not-for-Profit (2016-19)

Butch Oberhoff (Acadian) Large Private (2018-21)

Bobby Saunders (AMR) Medium Private (2016-19)

Ryan Matthews (Trans Star) Small Private (2018-21)

Doug Hooten (MedStar Mobile Healthcare) At-Large (2018-21)
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TEMSA Five-Years-Old
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TEMSA Five-Year Review

Conferences. EVOLUTION is now in its fourth year.

Advocacy. 2019 will mark TEMSA’s third legislative session.

Communication. TEMSA provides updates to the membership through newsletters.

What Else? Other ideas have been discussed. However, they would require board 
members to invest a large amount of time to succeed.

CCMP is one idea.
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TEMSA Organizational Strengths

Advocacy. TEMSA’s primary mission is advocacy, and EMS public policy issues are not 
going away.

Conference. EVOLUTION has apparently filled a void that allows Texas EMS leaders to 
gather together each year. It is unlikely that another organization would attempt to fill the 
void at the low cost that TEMSA is able to charge.

Low Cost. For the time being, TEMSA is able to offer a high-quality product at a low 
cost, which is unusual in the trade association world.
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TEMSA Organizational Threats

Limited Financial Reserve. A minimal financial reserve requires TEMSA to be 
extremely cautious.

Volunteer Leadership. Will TEMSA always be able to find talented and enthusiastic 
board members to guide the organization and conference?

Personnel. If current personnel were to leave, would TEMSA be able to replace them at 
the current fee?

Other Organizations. Do EMS agencies view the municipal organizations, firefighters, 
and other organizations as an adequate public advocacy for EMS issues?
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Goals for the Rest of 2018 Next Steps

Enhance Communication. Work with our graphic artist/photographer to build our 
communications over the next two months.

Prepare Agenda for 2019 Legislature. Begin communication efforts and lobbying for 
lawmakers for 2019 issues. The agenda must be finalized by our August board meeting. 
However, most of it needs to be ready before then. The preparation starts in the summer.

EMS 2019. We recognized deficiencies in 2017 and created a new agenda for 2018. Begin 
building EMS EVOLUTION 2019 now. The 2019 location should be set before the August 
board meeting. A 2019 budget and exhibitor prospectus will also be developed this summer.

Additional Offerings for TEMSA? Continue seeking potential new offerings for TEMSA.

Revenue and Membership. We need to seek new revenue (see following slide). We also need 
to increase membership since it has been fairly flat (see following slide).
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New Revenue Next Steps

Website Banner Ads. Per board approval, we’ll add a banner ad to the website (rotate 
about six ads on the single banner).

Budgeting for 2019. Membership rates have remained steady for five years. Do we 
slowly begin to increase the rate?

EMS EVOLUTION 2019. Once a 2019 location has been finalized and costs have been 
determined, we need to budget for EVOLUTION 2019. Due to the exhibitor demand, a 
slight increase for silver sponsors is likely to be called for. In addition, we’ll need to 
review the attendee registration rates.
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New Members Next Steps

Fairly Steady. Membership has been fairly steady. However, we have lost a few, which 
have been replaced by new members.

We Have Yet to Experience Large Increases. Our existing members tend to value 
TEMSA membership in two different ways: advocacy and the conference.

What Are the Non-Members Looking for? Our existing members recognize TEMSA’s 
advocacy efforts as valuable. However, the non-members do not. How do we encourage 
non-members to contribute to TEMSA’s advocacy efforts?  TEMSA does not have the 
funds to pay personnel to travel around the state to RAC meetings for member 
development.
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86th Texas Legislature Decisions
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2019 Texas Legislature TEMSA’s Potential Agenda

Protect Balance Billing. The ambulance exemption may receive another look.

LPG and Rural Paramedic Funding. Do we focus on both?  If LPG is the priority, 
Craig needs LPG examples and lawmaker champions.

Medicaid Issue. Discussed in May. TEMSA’s board will need to prepare for a lengthy 
discussion this summer.

Any Other Top Priorities? TEMSA will be asked to weigh in on a number of issues that 
affect EMS. However, do we have any other proactive priorities?


